Identify Mechanical Failures Before They Happen with the Circuit Breaker Analyzer App

- Works on a Windows 7-compatible tablet and PC
- Increases in-service testing frequency, boosts uptime
- Evaluates overall mechanical condition
- Tests all types and ratings of breakers
- Determines breaker opening and closing times
- Provides first trip data

Use your Windows 7-compatible tablet or PC with the CBAnalyzer™ system to test your circuit breakers in place. Operate the breaker in any sequence you desire: for example, trip – charge – close. The vibration data created by the breaker operation is captured and analyzed, and the result is instantly returned to your device. The data is saved in your online account for equipment management, trending, and further analysis options, including specialized issue diagnosis.

Check out Some of the Advanced Features in the Tablet Version of Circuit Breaker Analyzer

- Compare two tests side by side
- Bad vacuum bottle detection in select models
- View Fourier transforms of vibration signatures
- Print and read barcodes for asset management
- View the vector signature of the vibration test
- Highlight any axis in your 3D vibration signature with simple point and click
- Generate, print, and store breaker reports
- Store tests on the tablet, PC, or network
- Trend data over time
- Automatically record temperature settings...
  and much, much more!

To purchase the app, visit CircuitBreakerAnalyzer.com
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CBAnalyzer™ Windows-7 tablet and PC versions now include these advanced testing features:

- Compare two tests side by side
- Bad vacuum bottle detection in select models
- Print and read barcodes for asset management
- View Fourier transforms of vibration signatures
- Automatically record temperature settings
- View the vector signature of the vibration test
- Highlight any axis in your 3D vibration signature with a simple point and click
- Generate, print, and store breaker reports
- Store more tests on the tablet, PC, or network
- Trend data over time

CBAnalyzer™ compares precision 3D vibration data to known good profiles to determine:

- Overall mechanical condition
- Arc-flash study validation checks
- Breaker timing: opening and closing times
- First trip testing data for arc-flash compliance
- Quickly identifies potential mechanical failures BEFORE they happen
- Test in place. Doesn’t require modification, electrical connections, or removal of breaker
- Tests breaker mechanical systems during trip, charge, and closing operations
- Simple operation. Visual guide empowers any level technician for testing
- Measures vibration in 3-axis using external, 400 Hz accelerometer
- Compares vibration signature to known good profiles
- Complements time-travel analysis (TTA) and visual-mechanical inspections (VMI)
- Calculates contact parting (or closing) time
- Stores data in CBAnalyzer app Account Manager
- Simplifies record keeping by wirelessly sending data to user-set database
- Reduces arc-flash dangers; reduces wear because breaker is tested in place
- Built-in safety questions help keep personnel safe
- Use on your existing Windows-7 tablet or PC
- Extremely portable
- Costs a fraction of standard breaker test equipment